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•Marine Geology and Geophysics
Boulder CO, USA
Moscow, Russia
•Remotely Sensed Land Data
Sioux Falls SD, USA
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World Data Center for Marine Environmental Sciences
Biogeochemistry, Circulation, and Life of Present and Past Oceans 
Operated by: Centre for Marine Environmental Sciences (MARUM) at the Bremen University and the Alfred Wegener 
Institute for Polar and Marine Research (AWI) 
Summary of Data Held: The WDC is aimed at collecting, scrutinizing, and disseminating data related to global change in 
the fields of environmental oceanography, marine geology, paleoceanography, and marine 
biology. It focuses on georeferenced data using the information system PANGAEA. The WDC stores and handles 
numeric, string, and image data. Users can retrieve data through the Internet via different gateways. Input is accepted in 
electronic form; specifics can be discussed with the WDC staff. 
User Services: The WDC for Marine Environmental Sciences offers data management services, in particular project data 
management and data publication. It maintains an inventory of site and sampling locations for all related fields. It 
provides hosting and mirroring of electronic journals and serves software products for analyzing, visualization, and 
transformation of data. 
Visitors are welcome. 
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Why do we need data publishers
and data libraries?
- Good scientific practice
- Prerequisite for the verification of research results
- Good availability of scientific data fosters complex and large 
scale approaches in research
- Reusage is more effective than reproduktion of data
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Supporting policies
• Good scientific practice in research and scholarship
ESF 2000
• Open access for all kinds of research material 
Berlin declaration 2003
• “peer review” like procedures for quality assurance 
of scientific data
OECD 2004 & 2007
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PANGAEA® - services & activities
- Final report for data  management
of projects
- Accompanied by CD/DVD with data
and local search engine
Editorial environment for 
preparation of data and metadata 
Citable d ta sets 
- referenced with Digital Object Identifiers (DOI)
- data portals, networking data centers
- networking observatories (sensor networks)








More than 60 European to 
international projects since
1995
• Project data management
• Data publication
• Data infrastructures (networking)
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Bremen network
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Archiving & publishing scientific data
or: how to make data available to science?
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1875 – Glomar challenger 2008
Effects of technical developments
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Effects of technical developments
Hard disk 5





Lifetime of storage media (years):












Global increase in publications in empirical sciences
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What are the prerequisites for publishing scientific data?
Citable data sets and persistent identifiers (DOI)
Peer review for scientific data
- Completeness of data set description
- Validity of methods used
- Data values (precision, sequence, ranges etc.)
- Including specific QA/QC procedures
Longterm archiving facilities
- Clear commission as data libraries (e.g. ICSU World Data Center)
- Data management infrastructure and expertise and manpower
- Longterm commitment and funding
Userfriendly and reliable systems for retrieval and distribution of data 
www.pangaea.de
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DOI registry for 
scientific data
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Digital Object Identifiers (DOI)
- a way to get data published & citable
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Data management costs in PANGAEA
(estimated costs in Euro per data set in the geo-, biosciences)
- Data archiving & publication 150,-
(aquisition, dokumentation, processing, archiving & publication)
- Post publication curational works 15,-
(corrections, improvements, restructuring works)
- Technical infrastructure and staffs of information system 40,-
(computer, storage media, networks, administration)
- Development of the information system 20,-
(incl. ongoing extensions, improvements)
- total for ~5 data sets per publication 1.100,-
- preparation of a publication 12.000,-
- Data production 120.000,-
(incl. costs for expeditions & laboratories)
- The costs for aquiring new data sets are more than 2/3 of the total data management costs
Conclusions:
- Data management costs are only 1 - 1,5% of the total costs
for comparison
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Content
www.pangaea.de
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World vector shore line
Grain size class KOLP A
Grain size class KOEHN2
Grain size class KOEHN
Geochemistry
Grain size class KOLP B
Grain size class KOLP DIN
Scale:  1:2695194 at Latitude 0°
Source: Baltic Sea Research Institute, Warnemünde.
• Profiles -> doi:10.1594/pangaea.103958
• Time series -> doi:10.1594/pangaea.323487
• Sea bed photos -> doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.319877
• Distributes samples -> doi:10.1594/pangaea.51749
• Complex data -> doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.108079
• Air photos -> doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.323540
• Audio record -> doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.339110








Total number of data sets ~ 573,000
Data items ~ 4.1 billions
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Networking
One stop shopping
for reliable and usable data
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GEOSS Global Earth Observation System of Systems
The missing link !?
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data management & 
longterm archiving
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PANGAEA®
– dissemination of data and metadata via portal networks
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